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ABSTRACT
The kinematics of galaxies with 10 megaparsecs (10 Mpc) of the Milky Way
are investigated using published distances and radial velocities. With respect to
the average Hubble flow (isotropic or simple anisotropic), there is no systematic
relation between peculiar velocity dispersion and absolute magnitude over a range
of at least 12 magnitudes; neither is there any apparent variation with galaxy
type or between eld and cluster members. It appears that either there is no
relationship between light and mass on these scales, or the peculiar velocities are
not produced by gravitational interaction. There does appear to be a tendency
toward greater dynamical relaxation within the Supergalactic Plane; however,
the lack of data away from the Plane prevents any very rm conclusions. The
extremely cold local flow of 40-60 km s−1 dispersion reported by some authors
is shown to be an artifact of sparse data, a velocity dispersion of over 100 km
s−1 being closer to the actual value. Galaxies with a high (positive) radial ve-
locity have clearly been selected against, biasing the numerical results for local
calculations. There are indications that the data set at hand does not sample
the underlying dynamics well.
Subject headings: galaxies: kinematics and dynamics|cosmological parameters|
cosmology: observations|dark matter
1. Mass and Motion Models
Under the physically well-motivated assumption that the only important force on the
largest astronomical scales and for most of the history of the universe is gravity, there should
be an intimate relationship between the cosmic velocity eld and the cosmic density eld.
Predicting, calculating and observing the details of this relationship have been the major
occupations of cosmology for most of the past century.
The rst-order description of the kinematics of the universe takes the form of a homoge-
neous, isotropic expansion. To investigate this it is best to examine the largest spatial scales,
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where the density eld is closest to the homogeneous ideal. In that case the observational
goal is to determine the Hubble constant (H0) and the major problem is the determina-
tion of reliable distances. A subsidary problem appears in practice, seen for example in de
Vaucouleurs & Bollinger (1979), in the fact that the distribution of galaxies with the most
reliable distances (the closer ones) is not homogeneous and their motions are subsequently
not uniform.
With improving observational and calculational techniques this subsidary problem has
been turned into an area of research in its own right (Courteau, Strauss, & Willick 2000).
For instance, comparing the velocity eld and the distribution of luminous matter (galaxies)
one can estimate the biasing parameter, which measures the relationship between actual
density fluctuations and observed galaxies. To do this convincingly, however, requires a
volume large enough that density contrasts remain in or near the linear region, hence this is
the study of large-scale structure.
The general Hubble flow is still the best rst-order description for motion on much
smaller scales, however, and one gains several things by limiting oneself to a smaller vol-
ume. Within about 10 Megaparsecs (Mpc) it is possible to determine galaxy distances using
resolved stars, allowing signicantly better accuracy than integrated galaxy characteristics.
There are no large clusters within this Local Volume, Virgo being about twice that distance
away, so one does not expect to have to deal with a dynamically relaxed system. The eects
of Virgo itself should be relatively simple (see below). And the role of dark matter on this
scale is almost unknown, in contrast with extensive studies in individual galaxies and in rich
clusters, so the scientic return could be great.
Balancing this are the complications of far-from-linear dynamics and the fact that pe-
culiar velocities are comparable to the Hubble flow here. The following investigation will
take the general form of calculating an overall flow, then examining the deviations from
the flow for systematic eects. Any eects found must be tested (with as many statistical
tools as feasible) to determine whether they are real, and as much as possible experimental
uncertainty separated from real behavior.
1.1. What to Look For
It helps that, within the Local Volume, a priori one may expect a relatively simple overall
flow. The Supergalactic Plane is well-dened in this region, clear in Tully & Fisher (1987) as
well as with updated data in Karachentsev & Makarov (1996) and Lahav et al. (2000). There
should be therefore an anisotropy in the overall flow, expansion normal to the Supergalactic
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Plane being slower than in the Plane. In fact de Vaucouleurs & Bollinger (1979) found
something of the sort, as have Karachentsev & Makarov (2001) and Karachentsev & Makarov
(1996). In addition, the tidal eect of the Virgo Cluster should be visible as an elongation
(high eigenvalue) in the direction of the Cluster and a contraction (low eigenvalues) normal
to it. Since Virgo is almost in the Plane, at roughly Supergalactic Longitude 100, we
expect the highest eigenvalue in that direction, the lowest at the Supergalactic poles, and
an intermediate eigenvalue in the Plane at longitude about 10. This relationship between
the distribution of galaxies in the Supergalactic Plane and velocities can be seen either
as dynamic (the concentration of mass causing anisotropic motions) or as kinematic (the
concentration of galaxies having been produced by anisotropic motions), or more accurately
both.
Deviations from this flow are expected to be associated with inhomogeneities in mass,
identiable (to some degree) with galaxies and galaxy groups. Thus the dispersion around
the general flow should be greater in groups than in the eld, and smaller for more massive
galaxies. The dispersion around the flow should be roughly Gaussian for a dynamically
young system, tending toward Maxwellian when there has been enough interaction among
masses to erase the eects of initial conditions.
2. The Overall Hubble Flow
2.1. Calculations
The mathematical tools used here are similar to those developed in Lynden-Bell et al.
(1988), though details and the use to which they are put dier.
Suppose that the velocity eld in the Local Volume is smooth, continuous and dieren-
tiable. Under these conditions we may expand this eld in terms of the vector distance from
us, r, as a Taylor series:








 r +    (1)
If we truncate this series at the term linear in distance and recognize that only the radial
velocities are observable, we nd that
vobs = v  r^ = v0  r^ + r H  r^ (2)
where H is the symbol for the rst-order partial-derivative tensor and r^ is the unit vector
in the r direction. If the tensor is isotropic, H reduces to a scalar; if the region over which
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it is determined is representative of the universe as a whole, it is the Hubble constant.
It is therefore convenient to call H the Hubble tensor1. The Hubble tensor, quantifying
anisotropic motion, is the next more complicated description of cosmic motion after a simple
uniform expansion.
To determine the components of the Hubble tensor from a set of data, a least-squares
method is the most straightforward. We take as a measure of goodness of t the aver-












(vobs − (v0  r^ + r^ H  r))2 (3)
Taking the derivatives of this with respect to the three components of v0 and the six inde-
pendent components of H and setting them equal to zero gives nine linear equations to be
solved for the nine unknowns, a straightforward if tedious calculation3. An isotropic solution
is determined similarly, using four equations in four unknowns.
2.2. Data
Distance and radial velocity data for galaxies within 10 Mpc were gathered from the
literature and are summarized in Table 1. In gathering the data much use has been made
of the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED)4. The column headings are: (1) Desig-
nation; for those galaxies which have been catalogued several times, only one was chosen,
to maintain readability of the table5; (2) Apparent magnitude, from NED; (3) Morpholog-
ical type, from NED; (4) Supergalactic longitude, in degrees; (5) Supergalactic latitude, in
degrees; (6) Radial velocity, in km s−1; (7) the source for the radial velocity; (8) Distance,
in Mpc; (9) the source for the distance; (10) the method used to derive the distance. The
1However, it is worth emphasizing that the determination of the Hubble tensor over the Local Volume
has no necessary cosmic implication, since this region is too small to be a fair sample of the universe.
2Compare Karachentsev & Makarov (2001), in which a slightly dierent measure is used.
3In practice, this was done by the Mathematica program.
4NED is operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under contract
with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
5Unfortunately, most galaxies in this sample have at least three popular designations, and a given author
will mention one while another will only use a dierent one. The designation used here is generally that
found in the distance reference; others may conveniently be found by referring to NED.
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references corresponding to the source codes are listed at the end of the table. An asterisk
denotes data which are not known.
Galaxies known to be part of the Local Group are not included, to avoid a possible
dynamical bias at the small end of the distance scale. Of course, distances derived from
a velocity model were of no use for this purpose. Those available were based on Cepheids
(\ceph" in the table), brightness of the tip of the Red Giant Branch (TRGB; in one case,
the tip of the Asymptotic Giant Branch, TAGB), surface brightness fluctuations (SBF),
a geometric method involving water masers (geo), or the brightness of the brightest stars
(stars). The former methods have quoted accuracies of  0.2 magnitudes or less in distance
modulus. The last method was found by Karachentsev & Tikhonov (1994) to have an
accuracy of 0.3 to 0.45 magnitudes, depending on exactly how it was applied. However, in
several cases (see, for example, Crone et al. (2000), and compare Karachentsev & Makarov
(1996) with Aparicio & Tikhonov (2000) for the case of DDO 109 = UGC 9240) it has
been found to be in error by a factor of two or more. In what follows calculations will be
performed separately on both on the full data set of 98 galaxies (so as to take advantage of
the larger number of objects) and on the set of 35 galaxies with more reliable distances. The
two data sets will also allow an estimate of the propagation of errors through the calculation.
Although the data come from many sources and some diculties could be anticipated
from that fact, in practice the Cepheid and TRGB distances used the same zero-point cal-
ibration (LMC at distance modulus of 18.50) and tend to agree well in those cases where
a galaxy has had both methods used. In the case of NGC 4258 the Cepheid and geomet-
ric distances do not agree within their stated errors (7.98 and 7.2 Mpc, respectively). The
distance shown is the average.
It is worth pointing out that the data amount to a minority of the galaxies estimated
to lie in this volume. Including the brightest-star galaxies possibly as much as a quarter of
the population is represented; restricting ourselves to the better data, less than a tenth. In
addition, these are not all the largest or brightest, nor uniformly distributed. Some possible
eects of sample selection will be investigated below.
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Table 1. Local Volume Galaxy Data
Designation Mag Type L B RV RV Source Dist Dist Source Method
A0554+0728 18.4 Im 353.90 -62.79 411 KM96 5.50 KM96 stars
Antlia 16.2 dE 139.93 -44.80 361 RC3 1.32 A97 TRGB
BK3N 17.1 Im 41.10 0.40 -40 KMa96 2.79 KMa96 stars
DDO13 14.4 Im 315.26 -6.14 631 RC3 9.04 S96 stars
DDO50 11.1 Im 33.30 -2.40 158 RC3 3.05 H98 ceph
DDO53 14.5 Im 35.90 -6.10 19 RC3 3.08 KMa96 stars
DDO63 13.0 IAB 38.76 1.34 136 RC3 6.95 KT94 stars
DDO66 14.3 Im 41.30 0.70 46 RC3 3.41 KMa96 stars
DDO70 11.8 Im 95.53 -39.62 301 RC3 1.33 S97 TRGB/c
DDO71 18.0 Im 43.51 -0.58 -126 NED 3.50 KKD00 TRGB
DDO75 11.9 IBm 109.25 -40.67 324 RC3 1.39 P94 ceph
DDO82 13.5 Sm: 41.69 3.85 40 KMa96 4.48 KMa96 stars
DDO155 14.7 ImV 103.13 4.66 214 RC3 2.24 T95 ceph
DDO165 12.8 Im 49.60 15.60 37 RC3 4.88 KMa96 stars
DDO187 14.4 ImIV 97.93 24.35 154 RC3 2.50 ATK00 TRGB
DDO190 13.2 IAm 74.10 26.90 156 AT00 2.90 AT00 TRGB
ESO294-G10 15.6 dS0/Im 254.37 -5.27 117 J98 1.71 J98 SBF
IC342 9.1 SAB 10.60 0.37 34 RC3 2.12 KT94 stars
IC4182 13.0 SA 80.22 11.60 321 RC3 4.49 FMG01 ceph
IC2574 10.8 SAB 43.60 2.30 47 RC3 3.78 KMa96 stars
KDG52 16.5 I: 33.52 -1.93 113 KMa96 2.95 KMa96 stars
KDG61 15.6 dE 41.54 0.33 -135 NED 3.60 KKD00 TRGB
KDG73 14.9 Im 44.03 4.75 -132 NED 4.04 KMa96 stars
KK251 16.5 Ir: 10.79 42.12 126 KSH00 5.30 KSH00 stars
KK252 17.1 Sph: 10.97 41.67 132 KSH00 5.30 KSH00 stars
KKR25 17.0 Ir 56.09 40.37 -135 NED 1.86 KSD01b TRGB
KKR55 17.0 Ir 8.80 41.05 23 NED 5.40 KSH00 stars
KKR56 17.6 Ir 6.94 42.25 -135 NED 6.40 KSH00 stars
KKR59 15.7 Ir 3.74 41.95 17 NED 4.70 KSH00 stars
Maei1 11.4 S0 359.29 1.44 13 NED 4.40 Dv01 TAGB
NGC59 13.1 SA 273.17 3.16 362 J98 4.39 J98 SBF
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Table 1|Continued
Designation Mag Type L B RV RV Source Dist Dist Source Method
NGC300 8.9 SA 259.69 -9.50 142 RC3 2.00 FMG01 ceph
NGC628 9.9 SA 314.88 -5.39 656 RC3 7.32 S96 stars
NGC784 12.2 SBdm: 328.81 -6.31 198 NED 5.00 DK00 stars
NGC925 10.7 SAB 335.72 -9.47 553 RC3 9.16 FMG01 ceph
NGC1560 12.2 SA 15.85 0.79 -36 RC3 3.73 KT94 stars
NGC1705 12.8 SA0 231.82 -45.54 628 NED 5.10 TSB01 TRGB
NGC2366 11.4 IB 29.16 -4.86 100 RC3 3.44 TS95 ceph
NGC2403 8.9 SAB 30.50 -8.31 131 RC3 3.22 FMG01 ceph
NGC2683 10.6 SA 55.87 -33.42 411 NED 9.20 DK00 stars
NGC2903 9.7 SB 73.53 -36.44 556 NED 8.90 DK00 stars
NGC2976 10.8 SAc 40.98 -0.78 3 RC3 4.57 KMa96 stars
NGC3031 7.9 SA 40.77 0.59 -34 RC3 3.63 FMG01 ceph
NGC3034 9.3 I0 40.38 1.06 203 RC3 3.89 S99 TRGB
NGC3077 10.6 I0 41.51 0.83 14 RC3 3.90 SM01 TRGB
NGC3109 10.4 SB 138.30 -45.10 404 RC3 1.33 M99 ceph
NGC3274 13.2 SAB 77.20 -21.80 537 RC3 8.00 KMa96 stars
NGC3621 10.2 SA 145.97 -28.57 727 RC3 6.64 FMG01 ceph
NGC4144 12.1 SAB 68.84 3.83 267 RC3 9.70 Kd98 stars
NGC4236 10.1 SB 46.76 11.38 -5 RC3 3.24 KMa96 stars
NGC4244 10.9 SA 77.58 2.41 243 RC3 4.50 Kd98 stars
NGC4258 9.1 SAB 68.50 5.55 470 H99 7.60 H,FMG geo,c
NGC4395 10.6 SA 82.21 2.74 320 RC3 4.20 Kd98 stars
NGC4449 10.0 IBm 72.09 6.18 201 RC3 2.90 Kd98 stars
NGC4523 14.4 SAB 100.42 -0.86 262 NED 6.40 TGD00 stars
NGC4605 10.9 SB 55.14 12.02 143 RC3 5.18 KMa96 stars
NGC5128 7.8 S0 159.98 -5.25 562 RC3 3.63 So96 TRGB
NGC5204 11.7 SA 59.10 17.85 204 RC3 4.10 DK00 stars
NGC5236 8.2 SAB 148.25 0.99 516 RC3 4.50 KMa96 stars
NGC5238 13.9 SAB 66.60 18.40 232 RC3 5.18 KMa96 stars
NGC5253 10.9 Im 150.12 1.00 404 RC3 3.15 FMG01 ceph
NGC5457 8.3 SAB 63.30 22.61 241 RC3 6.70 FMG01 ceph
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Table 1|Continued
Designation Mag Type L B RV RV Source Dist Dist Source Method
NGC5474 11.3 SA 64.03 22.90 277 RC3 6.80 DK00 stars
NGC5477 14.4 SA 63.40 22.90 304 RC3 7.73 KMa96 stars
NGC5585 11.2 SAB 60.40 24.70 305 RC3 8.70 DK00 stars
NGC6789 13.8 Im 23.27 41.59 -141 DT99 3.60 DSH01 TRGB
NGC6946 9.6 SAB 10.03 42.00 51 KSH00 6.80 KSH00 stars
ORION 18.0 SBd 345.25 -62.95 365 KM96 6.40 KM96 stars
UGC288 16.0 Im 338.00 15.38 188 RC3 6.73 GKT97 stars
UGC1104 14.2 Im 317.00 -3.70 669 RC3 7.55 S96 stars
UGC1171 17.0 Im 315.22 -6.04 667 RC3 7.35 S96 stars
UGC2905 15.3 Im 330.78 -35.54 292 NED 5.83 GKT97 stars
UGC3755 14.1 Im 36.82 -63.36 314 NED 4.14 GKT97 stars
UGC3860 15.1 Im 33.96 -33.00 354 NED 7.00 GKT97 stars
UGC3966 13.9 Im 37.04 -33.14 361 NED 6.85 GKT97 stars
UGC3974 13.6 IBm 46.54 -55.49 272 NED 4.27 GKT97 stars
UGC4115 15.2 IAm 54.21 -56.22 338 NED 5.27 GKT97 stars
UGC4483 15.1 * 34.69 -2.65 156 RC3 3.20 DMK01 TRGB
UGC5721 13.2 SAB 77.24 -21.81 537 NED 7.98 GKT97 stars
UGC6451 16.5 * 64.19 -0.79 249 NED 4.20 SHG00 TRGB
UGC6456 14.5 P 36.54 11.40 -93 RC3 4.79 LT99 TRGB
UGC6541 * * 64.19 -0.79 249 NED 3.52 GKT97 stars
UGC6565 12.1 Irr 59.57 1.79 229 RC3 3.52 GKT97 stars
UGC6572 14.3 ImIII 67.96 -2.08 229 NED 3.47 GKT97 stars
UGC6817 13.4 Im 74.93 -2.12 242 NED 3.92 GKT97 stars
UGC7559 14.2 IBm 78.93 4.03 218 RC3 3.93 GKT97 stars
UGC7857 14.7 Sd 102.31 0.63 18 NED 6.30 TGD00 stars
UGC8320 12.7 IBm 71.98 14.55 195 RC3 3.30 KMa96 stars
UGC8331 14.6 IAm 70.37 14.93 260 RC3 8.20 Kd98 stars
UGC8508 14.4 IAm 62.81 17.91 62 RC3 3.68 KMa96 stars
UGC9405 17.0 Im 59.38 26.65 222 RC3 7.62 KMa96 stars
UGC11583 17.0 Irr 10.89 42.07 127 KSH00 8.20 KSH00 stars
UGCA86 13.5 Im: 10.71 -1.18 67 KMa96 1.77 KT94 stars
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Table 1|Continued
Designation Mag Type L B RV RV Source Dist Dist Source Method
UGCA92 13.8 Im: 11.18 -6.01 -99 KMa96 2.21 KMa96 stars
UGCA105 13.9 Im: 14.82 -9.26 111 RC3 3.24 KT94 stars
UGCA281 15.2 Sm 67.94 7.06 281 RC3 5.90 SHG01 TRGB
UGCA290 16.0 * 77.94 6.41 445 NED 6.70 CSH00 TRGB
UGCA438 13.9 IB 258.88 9.28 62 L78 2.08 LB99 TRGB
Note. | References: A97, Aparicio et al. (1997); AT00, Aparicio & Tikhonov (2000); ATK00,
Aparicio, Tikhonov, & Karachentsev (2000); CSH00, Crone et al. (2000); DK00, Drozdovsky &
Karachentsev (2000); DMK01, Dolphin et al. (2001); DSH01, Drozdovsky et al. (2001); DT99,
Drozdovsky & Tikhonov (1999); Dv01, Davidge & van den Bergh (2001); F88, Freedman &
Madore (1988); FMG01, Freedman et al. (2001); GKT97, Georgiev, Karachentsev, & Tikhonov
(1997); H98, Hoessel et al. (1998); H99, Herrnstein et al. (1999); J98, Jerjen et al. (1998); Kd98,
Karachentsev & Drozdovsky (1998); KKD00, Karachentsev et al. (2000a); KM96, Karachentsev &
Musella (1996); KMa96, Karachentsev & Makarov (1996); KSD01b, Karachentsev et al. (2001b);
KSH00, Karachentsev, Sharina & Huchtmeier (2000); KT94, Karachentsev & Tikhonov (1994);
L78, Longmore et al. (1978); LB99, Lee & Byun (1999); LT99, Lynds et al. (1999); M99, Minniti
et al. (1999); NED, the NASA Extragalactic Database; P94, Piotto et al. (1994); R97, Rawson et
al. (1997); RC3, de Vaucoulerus et al. (1991); S96, Sharina et al. (1996); S97, Sakai et al. (1997);
S99, Sakai & Madore (1999); SHG00, Schulte-Ladbeck et al. (2000); SHG01, Schulte-Ladbeck
et al. (2001); Si96, Silbermann et al. (1996); SM01, Sakai & Madore (2001); So96, Soria et al.
(1996); T95, Tolstoy et al. (1995a); TGD00, Tikhonov, Galazutdinova, & Drosdovskii (2000);
TS95, Tolstoy et al. (1995b); TSB01, Tosi et al. (2001).
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2.3. Results
The various results of the Hubble-tensor calculation are shown in several following tables.
Calculations were done for four cases: anisotropic expansion using the whole 98-galaxy
sample, anisotropic using the 35 galaxies with more accurate distances, and isotropic using
each sample. For reference, some parallel results from the literature are included.
Considering the reflex solar velocity (v0, shown in Table 2) rst, taking dierent samples
and treating them dierent ways leads to a speed varying over a range of more than 50 km
s−1 and a direction changing over a dozen degrees. Comparing these results with other
determinations we nd a similar variation. That of Karachentsev & Makarov (2001) uses a
somewhat larger but overlapping sample of galaxies going out to a similar distance. Yahil,
Tammann & Sandage (1977) only used Local Group galaxies, so their result is not necessarily
comparable (though it has been used to correct the radial velocities of more distant galaxies
by, for example, Schmidt & Boller (1992)). We conclude (to no one’s surprise) that the
average motion of galaxies within 10 Mpc is not yet that of an undisturbed Hubble flow.
Note that the peculiar velocites of individual galaxies in this region must be much larger
than the variations shown in the table, in order to make the average wander this much.
The results for the Hubble tensor (as well as the isotropic solutions) are displayed in
Table 3. The directions U, V and W are those of the eigenvectors, in no specic order.
Given the amount of attention which is to be paid to the deviations from the models, it
is important to try to separate the eects of observational errors from real velocities. If one
assumes that the rms deviations from the models are made up of an intrinsic part, say σa
for the anisotropic model and σi for the isotropic model, and the part due to distance errors,
σ35 and σ98, added in quadrature, we can set up four equations in four unknowns to nd
the true values of each. Unfortunately, the \intrinsic" velocity dispersions are dispersions
around dierent models; dierent enough that the four equations are inconsistent with each
other and have no common solution.
As a rougher estimate, we might assume that the rms dispersion for the 35-galaxy sample
is half that of the 98-galaxy sample, and solve the two situations (isotropic and anisotropic)
separately. In this way the isotropic and anisotropic situations give σ35 as 26 and 9 km
s−1, respectively. These are certainly too low. Taking instead 10% distance error at 5 Mpc
(characteristic of the better data), with a Hubble constant of 64 km s−1 Mpc−1, would give
a velocity error of 32 km s−1.
For lack of better numbers to go on, we will take the velocity dispersion due to distance
errors for the better data as around 40 km s−1 and for the brightest-star data as around 60
km s−1. That leaves most of the calculated dispersion, something like 70 to 100 km s−1, due
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Table 2: Solar Velocity
Solution v, km s−1 L B
98, isotropic 291.2 10.5 45.2
98, anisotropic 305.6 352.5 61.5
35, isotropic 353.2 355.3 43.9
35, anisotropic 330.1 349.8 49.0
YTS 334 22.1 28.8
KM01 325 10.9 41.3
Note. | The solar velocity relative to external galaxies according to various computations. The columns
are: the calculation; magnitude of velocity in km s−1; Supergalactic longitude and latitude, in degrees. The
four calculations performed in the present paper are listed rst, followed by Yahil, Tammann & Sandage
(1977) (based only on Local Group galaxies) then Karachentsev & Makarov (2001), the study most closely
comparable to the present one.
Table 3: Hubble Tensor Results
Solution σ Hii L B iiii
98 Galaxies
Huu 103 83.1 127.2 3.3 3.46
Hvv 50.8 33.9 45.6 1.53
Hww 32.3 40.4 -44.2 0.48
isotropic 118 64.2
35 Galaxies
Huu 77 138.3 345.7 -65.0 1.19
Hvv 84.4 103.9 -12.4 4.53
Hww 35.3 18.8 21.3 1.02
isotropic 89 69.6
Karachentsev & Makarov (2001) 74 82 132 0
62 42 0
48 ... 90
Note. | Solutions for the Hubble tensor calculations, plus isotropic solutions and Hubble tensor com-
ponents calculated by Karachentsev & Makarov (2001). Columns are: the solution (three lines for tensor
solutions); rms dispersion, in km s−1; Hubble component value, in km s−1Mpc−1; Supergalactic longitude
and latitude in degrees; corresponding (dimensionless) value of the error tensor (whose use is discussed in
the text).
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to real velocity dierences from the models.
In the face of this sort of uncertainty it is perhaps reassuring to nd among the various
model results an apparently stable, high value of 82-84 km s−1Mpc−1 close to the supergalac-
tic plane and not far from the direction of Virgo. However, there appears to be no agreement
in direction among the other eigenvectors and very wide variation in eigenvalues; indeed, in
the solution with the most reliable data the Virgo-pointing eigenvector does not correspond
to the largest eigenvalue. Clearly, the reliablility of these results must be investigated.
An appropriate way to compare solutions as a whole is the F-ratio test6. One nds their
respective variances (average square of the deviation from the model; here, the square of the
velocity dispersions) and the number of degrees of freedom in each, and then calculates the
probability that the larger variance could be produced by the model which better ts the
data. Essentially, while a model with more parameters will always give a smaller dispersion,
one demands that it give a significantly smaller dispersion.
For the 98-galaxy sample, the dierence is quite signicant: the anisotropic solution is
a better t at the 90% level. For the 35-galaxy sample the probability is lower, 77%, but
we may still say that anisotropy is a better t to the data. (The fact that the more reliable
data produce the less certain result,though, is troubling, and will be explored below.)
Clearly some parts of the solutions are better known than others. In an attempt to
separate the uncertainties of the various parameters we expand the dispersion as a Taylor
series about the solution:
σ2 = σ20 +
dσ2
dH






At the solution the linear term vanishes, and since the variance itself is quadratic in H all
higher derivatives are identically zero (see equation 3). Restricting ourselves to the quadratic







We seek a parameter which is dimensionless and thus more easily compared between dierent
situations. The most obvious is the fractional change in dispersion divided by the fractional




6See, for example, Hoel (1971), p. 269. Bronshtein & Semendyayev (1998), p. 629 (xection 5.2.3.4, also



















where xi is the coordinate of a galaxy in the i direction and r its (total) distance. The
rst fraction shows that a component of this error-tensor is larger as the ratio of eigenvalues
to dispersion is larger, and the sum shows the leverage of more distant data points in the
particular spatial directions. That is, an eigenvalue of the error-tensor will be larger and the
corresponding eigenvalue of the Hubble tensor will be more certain as the Hubble compo-
nent is larger compared with the variance, and as the data in the direction of the Hubble
component are more distant.
As Lynden-Bell et al. (1988) note with their similar construction, a tensor of this sort is
dicult to display or interpret in its entirety. However, we only need the values correspond-
ing to specic eigenvalues of specic solutions. The uuuu, vvvv and wwww components,
corresponding to the second-order change in the variance for each of the eigenvalues of the
two anisotropic solutions, are given in Table 3.
We continue with the F-ratio test as a way of interpreting these components. Recall that
a change in the ratio of variance by a certain amount corresponds to a certain probability
that one solution is signicantly dierent from another. For the number of degrees of freedom
in the 35-galaxy sample, for instance, a ratio of 1.8 means a 95% probability that the smaller
variance corresponds to the better solution. The allowable change in the eigenvalue to remain








The results of this kind of calculation are shown in Table 4.
From the table, the uncertainty in the out-of-plane tensor components is rather large.
If 70% condence is required, for instance, the Hww eigenvalues in each solution are still only
known with a 50% error. The eect of these uncertainties on the whole solution may be
illustrated by the 35-galaxy Huu eigenvalue. At 70% condence it may vary by a fraction of
0.44, which means it could have a value of 61 km s−1 Mpc−1, smaller indeed than the middle
eigenvalue. In that case its direction ceases to be an eigenvector. As suggested by the great
dierences in direction and magnitude among the models, the details of anisotropic flow are
quite uncertain.
But statistically each anisotropic model is a much better t to its data set than the
corresponding isotropic model. The great dierences between the anisotropic models thus
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point to a strong dependence on the particular data set: while we have a better t to data,
the different data sets do not trace the same kinematics.
The agreement among the models in the 82-84 km s−1 Mpc−1 eigenvalue is another
aspect of this. The data sets used in the various models overlap strongly in the Supergalactic
Plane; the agreement can be traced to the use of very much the same data.
3. Spatial Deviations from the Hubble Models
In Figures 1 through 12 are plotted the deviations of each galaxy from the various
solutions (that is, how much its radial velocity diers from what the model would predict)
against the various spatial coordinates. The rst gures use Supergalactic X, Y and Z; the
second half use U, V and W, constructed along the eigenvectors of the tensor solutions (note
that the directions of each U, V and W axis are different in the 98-galaxy and 35-galaxy
solutions).
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Table 4: Uncertainty in Tensor Components
Component H/H , 90% H/H , 80% H/H , 70%
98 Huu 0.30 0.23 0.19
98 Hvv 0.46 0.35 0.28
98 Hww 0.82 0.63 0.50
35 Huu 0.74 0.58 0.44
35 Hvv 0.38 0.30 0.22
35 Hww 0.80 0.63 0.47
Note. | Uncertainty in Hubble Tensor components, calculated by means of the error tensor. For each of
the components in the two solutions, the fractional amount it may change before the solution becomes worse
(as measured by an increase in the dispersion) at various condence levels is shown. Thus, for example, the
Hww component in the 98-galaxy solution can change by half its value before it is 70% certain that such a
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Fig. 1.| Dispersions around the solution against Supergalactic X for the 98 galaxy isotropic
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Fig. 2.| Dispersions around the solution against Supergalactic Y for the 98 galaxy isotropic
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Fig. 3.| Dispersions around the solution against Supergalactic Z for the 98 galaxy isotropic
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Fig. 4.| Dispersions around the solution against Supergalactic X for the 35 galaxy isotropic
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Fig. 5.| Dispersions around the solution against Supergalactic Y for the 35 galaxy isotropic
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Fig. 6.| Dispersions around the solution against Supergalactic Z for the 35 galaxy isotropic
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Fig. 7.| Dispersions around the solution against eigenvector U (L = 127o, B = 3o) for the
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Fig. 8.| Dispersions around the solution against eigenvector V (L = 34o, B = 46o for the
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Fig. 9.| Dispersions around the solution against eigenvector W (L = 40o, B = −44o) for
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Fig. 10.| Dispersions around the solution against eigenvector U (L = 66o, B = 65o) for the
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Fig. 11.| Dispersions around the solution against eigenvector V (L = 104o, B = −12o) for
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Fig. 12.| Dispersions around the solution against eigenvector W (L = 19o, B = 21o) for
the 35 galaxy isotropic (left) and tensor (right) solutions.
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The most important point about these plots is the lack of any pattern. The deviation
of any particular galaxy from a model appears to be quite random in space (with exceptions
to be pointed out).
Considering in detail the Supergalactic X plots for the 98-galaxy solutions, there is
clearly a lack of galaxies at negative X values, reflecting the uneven distribution of data.
There is no clear trend of error with postion, though the total width of the error is reduced
somewhat in the anisotropic solution. The isolated point with a -400 to -500 km/sec−1 error
is UGC 7857, a dwarf galaxy with only a brightest-star distance, in the general direction
of the Virgo cluster. The distance may be in error, or the redshift could be aected by a
superimposed star (a problem noted several times in Whiting, Hau & Irwin (2002)); or, just
possibly, it could represent a very high-velocity tail of the peculiar velocity distribution (a
matter discussed below). Note also that, in areas with points, the density is approximately
constant. That is, there is no apparent concentration around any given value. This important
observation will be expanded below.
The Supergalactic Y plots show similar behavior, with UGC 7857 lonely at the bottom
and an otherwise generally uniform cloud of points. The isotropic plot appears to have a
trend from upper left to lower right, however. This would require an unadjusted dipole in
galaxy motions, which is actually ruled out by the process of determining the Sun’s reflex
motion. The apparent trend is produced by only three galaxies, UGC 7857 at the lower right
and NGC 628 and UGC 1104 at upper left; their actual eect is balanced out by the mass
in the middle. (This is pointed out only to show how the eye tends to nd trends in data
which are not really there.)
The 98-galaxy Supergalactic Z plots do show interesting systematic behavior. In the
anisotropic case, there is the concentration of galaxies close to the plane (Z=0), though no
other trend. The isotopic case is worth examining in detail. Recall that these are the residual
radial velocities after the average expansion of the cloud of galaxies has been subtracted.
There is a clear trend for galaxies with Z < −2 to line up from lower left to upper right, an
indication of a lower eective Hubble constant normal to the Supergalactic Plane. This was
discovered by Karachentsev & Makarov (1996) in their similar plot. This flow, extending for
more than 3 Mpc in height, has a width of about than 100 km/sec−1. It is easily interpreted
as the expected lower eective Hubble constant normal to the Plane.
No corresponding flow can be detected for Z > 0 (though the eye tries to see one; try
covering up the left hand side of the plot). However, there is a triangular shape with its
base on the Plane and pointing to the right. This indicates that the spread in velocity
residuals decreases with height above the Plane, from roughly 300 km/sec−1 to less than
100 (with a couple of outlying points). This suggests that in the positive Z direction there
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has been not only a general flow into the Plane but also a dynamical heating of the galaxy
gas, more eective as one gets closer to the concentration of galaxies in the Plane itself. In
this view, the Supergalactic Plane is a dynamically relaxed system, with galaxies away from
the Plane less relaxed with distance. The kinematics above and below the Plane are thus
quite asymmetrical.
This conclusion requires an important caveat. Figure 3 contains the minority of galaxies
in the Local Volume, and is missing a number of the more massive ones; in addition, most of
the distances have been determined by the relatively inaccurate brightest-stars method. The
negative-Z flow, for instance, includes only three galaxies with better-quality distances. It is
unlikely that the whole picture is wrong, but it could be changed drastically by a relatively
small quantity of good data points.
Turning to the 35-galaxy solutions, the plots of course get much sparser. There is no
clear trend with Supergalactic X or Y, the apparently smaller dispersion at larger distances
being an artifact of fewer data there. With Z the concentration of galaxies in the Plane is
again evident, but the details visible with the larger sample are not to be found. The reality
of the picture derived from Figure 3 still needs to be conrmed by high-accuracy data.
Going to the coordinate system dened by the eigenvectors of the calculated tensors,
rst we note that the 98-galaxy U plots look much like the Supergalactic Y plots. This
is no surprise, since the respective axes are only a few degrees apart. There is no clear
trend in the other plots. In particular, the dynamical behavior discerned above in the
98-galaxy, Supergalactic Z plot (Figure 3) has faded or disappeared. The fact that the
calculated eigenvectors actually conceal information on the kinematics of the system is an
indication that they are not useful in its description. This reinforces the conclusion of the
previous section: the anisotropic flow models tell more about a given data set than about
the underlying galaxy motions.
4. The Peculiar Velocity Distribution
4.1. The Shape of the Velocity Distribution
It has been noted that there was no obvious concentration of deviations from each model
near zero; that is, it was roughly as likely to nd galaxies far from the model as close to it.
This is made more quantitative by Figures 13 and 14, which show histograms of the number
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of galaxies against the deviation from model flows7.
7Only the 98-galaxy solutions are shown, since 35 galaxies do not provide enough information to produce
a useful histogram.
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Fig. 13.| Histogram of velocity errors about the isotropic (left) and tensor (right) solutions
for 98 galaxies. Bins are 20 km sec−1 wide.
Fig. 14.| Histogram of velocity errors about the isotropic (left) and tensor (right) solutions
for 98 galaxies. Bins are 40 km sec−1 wide.
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Each histogram is markedly asymmetric, showing a clear slope upward toward positive
errors and a rather abrupt cuto. This is easily explained as a selection eect. When making
up a list of galaxies out to a certain distance, those with high radial velocities are generally
excluded, the assumption being that most of that velocity is due to Hubble flow (for instance,
Schmidt & Boller (1992)). Those with a peculiar velocity slightly larger than 200 km sec−1
in addition to a Hubble flow of 300 km sec−1 (appropriate to 5 Mpc at the average local
Hubble value from the calculations here) simply will not be included in a sample limited
to 500 km sec−1. While the galaxies in the data samples analyzed here are known from
information other than radial velocities to be close by, one may expect most of them (at
least) to have been chosen for study initially based on radial velocity.
The lack of high radial velocity galaxies in the sample means that the Hubble constant
and Hubble tensor eigenvalues calculated above are biased low. The velocity dispersion given
in Table 3 for each solution is also signicantly underestimated, and there must be many
known galaxies not now considered members of the Local Volume which in fact reside there.
This statement probably does not apply to the brightest and most important galaxies in the
sky, which have been well-studied and which have other sorts of distant estimates. But there
should be many of middling brightness and importance which are much closer than has been
assumed, and certainly many dwarfs.
Unfortunately, the actual values cannot be estimated from the data without a good idea
of the quantitative form of the selection eect, and the quality and quantity of information
at hand simply do not allow us to derive it. Formally, one might have an almost unlimited
peculiar velocity distribution, as long as it is balanced by a high Hubble constant to avoid a
large population of galaxies with negative radial velocities (which would certainly have been
noticed, but haven’t been observed).
One might try to t the observed shape of a histogram to an assumed form of the
peculiar velocity distribution, either Gaussian (which assumes a dynamically young system),
Maxwellian (which assumes a dynamically old system) or the more sophisticated function
derived by Saslaw et al. (1990), assuming that the low-radial velocity end of the distribution
is accurate. However, note that if error bars of
p
n are added to each bin in Figure 14
(isotropic model), that is if Poisson statistics are assumed, the shape is consistent with a flat
distribution from -150 to +200 km s−1; a monotonic linear increase from -250 to +200 km
s−1, abruptly cut o at the upper limit; a Gaussian with a center about +50 km s−1 and its
high-velocity end truncated; or a Maxwellian similarly biased and truncated. The data at
hand simply do not allow accurate curve tting.
It is reasonably clear, however, that the actual distribution is not a true Gaussian.
This means that the quantitative results from the F-ratio test are not accurate, including
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the estimates of the uncertainty in Hubble-tensor components. The histograms are generally
wider than a corresponding Gaussian shape; this means that a greater change in the variance
is required in order to be signicant. All uncertainties given previously, then, are lower limits,
and all results are less signicant.
If we guess that the distributions shown actually contain most of the peculiar velocity
dispersion (alternatively, that the Hubble constant is not biased very much), then 200 km
s−1 forms a rough limit to the observed dispersion and the rms value is something over half
that8. A substantially unbiased sample must then include radial velocities out to about 700
km sec−1 for 5 Mpc and 1000 km sec−1 for 10 Mpc.
4.2. Mass, Light and the Coldness of the Local Flow
Using a sample of nine galaxies extending to about 8 Mpc, Sandage (1986) concluded
that the velocity eld in the Local Volume was extremely quiet, the velocity dispersion being
about equal to the observational errors in distance, near 60 km sec−1. Ekholm et al. (2001)
repeated the calculation with 14 galaxies having Cepheid distances, obtaining a dispersion of
40-60 km sec−1. A flow this cold is dicult to explain theoretically, recent attempts including
those of Baryshev, Chernin, & Teerikorpi (2001) and Axenides & Perivolaropoulos (2002).
However, the fact of a cold flow has been disputed, by de Vaucouleurs & Bollinger (1979)
for instance, and the present study indicates a dispersion twice that of Ekholm et al. (2001)
even ignoring the sample incompleteness at high radial velocity. In any investigation of
kinematics in the Local Volume this disagreement requires some explanation.
The non-Local Group galaxies used by Ekholm et al. (2001) in their study are shown
in Figure 15, as they fall in the 35-galaxy anisotropic solution. They clearly do not explore
the full width of the velocity dispersion. This is easily explained if the Cepheid galaxies are
more massive than the average, and thus harder to disturb by gravitational interaction (and
a priori plausible, given that Cepheids are easier to nd in massive spirals). However, in the
right hand side of the same gure several galaxies are singled out which are about as massive
as the Cepheid set, perhaps more so, and show a much greater dispersion. It appears that
the various cold-flow groups have been misled by small number statistics9; and they simply
8These gures include, of course, a dispersion from observational errors in distances, roughly estimated
above as 60 km s−1 for this data set.
9However, on much larger scales, where motions of the order of 600 km sec−1 are found, a dispersion of
100-200 km sec−1 is still cold. In this context the cold-flow problem remains, though it changes character
and may not be as theoretically intractable (see, for instance, van de Weygaert & Homan (2000)).
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Fig. 15.| Left, non-Local Group galaxies used by Ekholm et al. (2001) to derive a cold
local flow are named as they appear on the plot of the 35-galaxy solution. Right, some of
the more massive galaxies not used in their investigation on the same plot.
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But this raises a very important point. We still expect that, if peculiar velocities are
generated by gravitational interaction among galaxies, more massive galaxies should have
smaller peculiar velocities. Figure 15 suggests it might not be true; in addition, Karachentsev
& Makarov (2001) reported no dierence in dispersion between group and eld galaxies,
and between giant and dwarf galaxies. It is a matter worth investigating in some detail.
Reliable, or even consistent, dynamical estimates of galaxy masses are even harder to
perform (and thus rarer) than distance measurements. As a surrogate we will use total
brightness, assuming some sort of relation between mass and light to be made more specic
later. Apparent magnitudes and extinction estimates from NED (the Schlegel, Finkbeiner &
Davis (1998) extinction gures) were combined with distances to produce corrected absolute
magnitudes for 97 of the 98 galaxies in the sample10. Morphological types were also extracted
from NED. Finally, each galaxy was assigned to a group or to the eld, mostly following
Schmidt & Boller (1992), though further investigation was required for some galaxies not in
that paper11. Apparent magnitude and type have already been listed in Table 1; the derived
absolute magnitude, NED extinction, and group assignments are listed in Table 5.
10UGC 6451 had no listed photometry.
11The assignment of galaxies to groups or to the eld is not an exact process, even when done with more
care than has been used here. Whether a galaxy is gravitationally bound to a group depends upon the
group’s total mass, which is poorly known for even the best-studied groups; and upon distances in three
dimensions to all galaxies in the area, which are not known for most of the galaxies in the Local Volume.
And even were it possible to determine bound members of all groups, there would still be a population not
bound to, but still greatly aected by, a nearby group. For the purpose of detecting gross dierences in the
two (rather articial) populations, however, the division carried out here should be sucient.
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Table 5. Absolute Magnitude, Extinction and Groups
Designation Mag Extinction Group
A0554+0728 -15.1 2.553 F
Antlia -10.2 0.342 F
BK3N -13.0 0.345 B2
DDO13 -21.6 0.276 M74
DDO50 -19.5 0.139 B2
DDO53 -16.1 0.160 B2
DDO63 -21.7 0.207 B2
DDO66 -16.8 0.343 B2
DDO70 -14.6 0.137 F
DDO71 -13.3 0.412 B2
DDO75 -14.8 0.188 F
DDO82 -19.0 0.188 B2
DDO155 -14.4 0.113 F
DDO165 -20.1 0.104 B2
DDO187 -15.2 0.105 F
DDO190 -17.1 0.052 F
ESO294-G10 -12.1 0.024 B7
IC342 -19.7 2.407 B1
IC4182 -19.5 0.059 B5
IC2574 -20.8 0.156 B2
KDG52 -13.9 0.091 B2
KDG61 -15.8 0.309 B2
KDG73 -17.1 0.080 B2
KK251 -16.8 1.238 N6946
KK252 -16.2 1.910 N6946
KKR25 -11.1 0.036 F
KKR55 -16.4 2.941 N6946
KKR56 -16.7 3.135 N6946
KKR59 -17.0 3.863 B2
Maei1 -21.0 5.046 B1
NGC59 -19.3 0.088 F
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Table 5|Continued
Designation Mag Extinction Group
NGC300 -19.5 0.055 B7
NGC628 -25.0 0.301 M74
NGC784 -20.8 0.255 F
NGC925 -25.4 0.326 N1023
NGC1560 -19.4 0.813 B1
NGC1705 -20.4 0.035 F
NGC2366 -19.7 0.157 B2
NGC2403 -21.9 0.172 B2
NGC2683 -25.5 0.142 F
NGC2903 -26.3 0.134 F
NGC2976 -21.8 0.300 B2
NGC3031 -23.6 0.346 B2
NGC3034 -22.5 0.685 B2
NGC3077 -21.2 0.289 B2
NGC3109 -16.0 0.288 F
NGC3274 -22.2 0.104 F
NGC3621 -24.3 0.346 F
NGC4144 -24.3 0.065 B4
NGC4236 -20.8 0.063 B2
NGC4244 -21.6 0.090 B4
NGC4258 -26.0 0.069 F
NGC4395 -21.5 0.074 B4
NGC4449 -20.3 0.083 B4
NGC4523 -19.9 0.166 F
NGC4605 -22.3 0.062 F
NGC5128 -23.6 0.496 B6
NGC5204 -20.3 0.054 B3
NGC5236 -24.3 0.284 B6
NGC5238 -19.3 0.046 B3
NGC5253 -19.9 0.242 B6
NGC5457 -26.2 0.037 B3
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Table 5|Continued
Designation Mag Extinction Group
NGC5474 -23.3 0.047 B3
NGC5477 -20.9 0.048 B3
NGC5585 -24.6 0.067 B3
NGC6789 -17.6 0.302 F
NGC6946 -25.0 1.475 N6946
ORION -16.3 3.162 F
UGC288 -18.5 0.331 F
UGC1104 -20.9 0.273 M74
UGC1171 -18.0 0.252 M74
UGC2905 -18.5 1.349 F
UGC3755 -18.0 0.384 F
UGC3860 -19.7 0.253 F
UGC3966 -20.7 0.218 F
UGC3974 -18.7 0.145 F
UGC4115 -18.1 0.122 F
UGC4483 -15.7 0.146 B2
UGC5721 -22.2 0.104 F
UGC6451 -15.7 0.257 B2
UGC6456 -18.3 0.155 F
UGC6565 -19.2 0.045 B4
UGC6572 -16.9 0.110 B4
UGC6817 -18.4 0.113 B4
UGC7559 -17.6 0.060 B4
UGC7857 -19.5 0.103 F
UGC8320 -18.3 0.065 F
UGC8331 -20.9 0.039 F
UGC8508 -17.1 0.064 B3
UGC9405 -18.2 0.051 B3
UGC11583 -18.5 1.319 N6946
UGCA86 -14.4 4.061 B1
UGCA92 -15.2 3.419 B1
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Table 5|Continued
Designation Mag Extinction Group
UGCA105 -17.0 1.350 B1
UGCA281 -18.7 0.065 B5
UGCA290 -18.5 0.060 B4
UGCA438 -14.8 0.064 B7
Note. | Absolute magnitudes for the
galaxies in the sample, derived from NED pho-
tometry and extinctions, and the distances
listed in Table 1. The extinction estimates
are shown, as well as the group assignments
mostly following Schmidt & Boller (1992).
\F" denotes a eld galaxy; M74, belonging to
the M74 group; N1023 and N6946 one belong-
ing to the NGC 1023 and NGC 6946 groups,
respectively.
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The data are plotted in Figures 16 and 17. Deviation from the various flow models is
shown as a function of absolute magnitude; in addition, symbols designate morphological
classes of galaxies.
These gures represent a very remarkable result. Over a range of twelve magnitudes in
luminosity (ignoring the three faintest dwarfs, where the sample is very incomplete), there
is no systematic variation in the peculiar velocity dispersion. Further, there is no apparent
variation with galaxy type.
Could these plots actually be dominated by the eects of observational errors, rather
than real motions? Comparing the 97 galaxy results with the more accurate 35 galaxy
sample, distance errors do not seem a likely cause. Although some outlying points in the
larger sample are not found in the smaller, the overall shape is unchanged. It would be
dicult, also, to attribute the whole of a rms dispersion of some 77 km s−1 to errors in
the better distance indicators; it would require an error of some 20% at 5 Mpc (and the
deviations are clearly not distributed in a Gaussian manner, as one would expect with
random distance errors). In addition, one would expect that a dispersion due to distance
errors would increase with distance; as Figure 18 shows, there is no sign of it12. Finally, one
would require an extremely cold flow, even for the very smallest galaxies.
There is the possibility of errors due to other sources. The photometry found in NED
is admittedly hetrogeneous, and measurement of the total light from the diuse and faint
outskirts of a galaxy is notoriously dicult. That might amount to, say, up to a magnitude
of uncertainty in any one point in the plots. But even if those galaxies with greater deviation
from the flow were systematically given spuriously higher luminosities (it’s not obvious how
to do it), the overall shape would remain.
Extinction is another fruitful source of error. But only two of the points in Figure 17
have as much as half a magnitude of extinction. Though both are outliers, removal still
leaves the shape intact.
It appears, then, that the constancy of the peculiar velocity dispersion with absolute
magnitude is a real eect. What would we actually expect?
Naively, for any two-body interaction, the velocities of galaxies should be changed in
inverse proportion to their masses; for a completely relaxed system, with kinetic energy
equally partitioned, the random velocities should be inversely proportional to the square
root of the masses. Suppose that the mass-to-light ratio lowers by a factor of 100 between
12Since the number of galaxies in the sample is roughly constant with distance, clear from the plot, it is
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Fig. 16.| Deviation from (left) isotropic and (right) anisotropic Hubble expansion as a
function of absolute magnitude for the 97-galaxy sample, using distances, photometry and
extinction measurements from the literature. Crosses indicate spiral galaxies; plus, irregular;
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Fig. 17.| Deviation from (left) isotropic and (right) anisotropic Hubble expansion as a
function of absolute magnitude for the 35-galaxy sample, using distances, photometry and
extinction measurements from the literature. As before, crosses indicate spiral galaxies; plus,
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Fig. 18.| Deviation from (left) isotropic and (right) anisotropic Hubble expansion as a
function of distance for the 97-galaxy sample. The galaxies with higher-quality distances are
shown as open circles.
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absolute magnitude -14 and -26 (for which extreme value there is no evidence). Then there
should still be a change in dispersion by at least a factor of eight; while apparently there is
none at all.
Searching for more sophisticated predictions, one quickly encounters one problem with
the Local Volume: it is much smaller than the regions dealt with in studies of structure
formation. In Jenkins et al. (1998), Figure 10, for instance (which shows predicted velocity
dispersions for various length scales), a volume of 10 Mpc radius is beyond the small-scale
edge of the curves drawn. One can extrapolate them, but the result is quite uncertain; they
might predict a velocity dispersion of anywhere from 50 to 500 km s−1.
Of more use for the question at hand, Inagaki, Itoh & Saslaw (1992) compared the
analytic expression for velocity dispersion in Saslaw et al. (1990) with a series of n-body
calculations. They found a rather small dierence in rms velocity dispersion with mass: 169
compared to 179 (in scaled units) for sets of galaxies diering in mass by a factor of 100.
However, they note that in their work the tendency for smaller galaxies to be aected more
by gravitational interactions is oset by the tendency for larger galaxies to be found in rich
clusters. Within the Local Volume there are no rich clusters. For such an eect to operate
here, one would have to have groups made up of similarly-sized galaxies: dwarf groups and
giant groups. This is certainly not true, each group in the Volume having galaxies with a
wide distribution of size and brightness.
This brings us to the question of eld and group galaxies. Inagaki, Itoh & Saslaw (1992)
predict that eld galaxies should have much smaller peculiar velocities than cluster galaxies.
This is a quite plausible prediction: eld galaxies should have little or no interactions which
take them away from the Hubble flow, while group (and cluster) galaxies should be at least
in the process of virializing. The situation with the present sample is shown in Figures 19
and 20.
There is no tendency for brighter galaxies to occur in groups, and no obvious tendency for
group galaxies to have a larger velocity dispersion. To compare the situations quantitatively,
we again use the dispersions about the models and employ (carefully) the F-ratio test. For
the 98-galaxy sample, isotropic model, the group dispersion is 120 km s−1 against a eld
dispersion of 113 km s−1. The F-ratio test gives a 64% signicance to this; as noted above,
since the shape of the dispersion is flatter than Gaussian, this is an upper limit, and this
dierence is not signicant. For the 98-galaxy anisotropic model the group dispersion is 93
km s−1 against 122 km s−1 for the eld, giving a 95% signicance|but with the field galaxies
having a higher dispersion.
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Fig. 19.| Deviation from (left) isotropic and (right) anisotropic Hubble expansion as a
function of absolute magnitude for the 97-galaxy sample, using distances, photometry and
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Fig. 20.| Deviation from (left) isotropic and (right) anisotropic Hubble expansion as a
function of absolute magnitude for the 35-galaxy sample, using distances, photometry and
extinction measurements from the literature. Crosses indicate galaxies in groups, circles eld
galaxies.
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respectively, for a signicance of 87%; the anisotropic model has 47 and 86 km s−1 for 82%.
Here it appears that we have a true group versus eld eect, and acting in the right direction.
But these gures for signicance are, as noted, too high. Also, with only 13 galaxies in the
eld category, we are hardly better o than Ekholm et al. (2001) from the standpoint of
small-number statistics. I argue that an eect which appears only with a small sample of
data (albeit one with better quality) and goes away (or reverses) with a larger sample is not
real. Once again, models can be found to t the data well, or better than others; but the
data do not sample the underlying population well, so the results are not signicant.
The predictions of Inagaki, Itoh & Saslaw (1992) have been found to agree closely with
observations on scales up to 50 h−1100 Mpc (Raychaudhury & Saslaw 1996), as well as n-body
calculations, so they may be taken to be well-established. They just don’t seem to work on
the 10 Mpc scale.
4.3. Dynamics of the Peculiar Velocity Dispersion
A peculiar velocity distribution which ignores completely such things as absolute mag-
nitude and the presence or absence of galaxy groups requires some explanation. Clearly the
picture of motions generated by gravity, with that gravity eld related to observable (lumi-
nous) matter in some simple way, does not work in the Local Volume. There are a number
of possible expanations:
Light does not trace mass, in that each observable galaxy is contained in a dark halo
of about the same mass. Of course this is in flat contradiction to simulations of large scale
structure. It is hard to see how the extreme variations in amounts of luminous matter (a
factor of something like 60,000 over a twelve-magnitude range) could come about within
similar-sized halos. It is also hard to see how such a uniform eld of dark matter halos
themselves could come about. Alternatively, there could be a range of masses in dark matter
halos, but no relation between their masses and the luminous matter within them; again, it
is dicult to manage such a variation.
Light does not trace mass, in that the peculiar velocities of observable galaxies are
produced by interaction with totally dark objects, which are so much more massive than
galaxy halos that the latter are all equally aected by them. This has the attraction that
such dark objects could be clustered similarly to galaxies on larger scales (allowing them
to dene the Supergalactic Plane, for instance, and produce the observed dynamic heating
there) and still not interfere with the internal dynamics of galaxy groups. It is dicult
to understand, however, how the most massive dark matter objects could manage to avoid
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accreting any luminous matter at all.
The observed velocities of galaxies are not those of their dark matter halos; the luminous
matter is \sloshing around" inside the dark potential well. This is probably a more attractive
idea than the previous two, though a mechanism for such internal motion is lacking.
Peculiar velocities on this scale are not produced by gravitational interaction, but per-
haps by some remnant of \primeval turbulence." This is an old idea in the context of the
formation of galaxies. Heisenberg (in Hoyle (1949)) required some motion in order for
matter to clump together in galaxies; but this kind of motion is probably unimportant on
galactic scales (Peebles 1993) (page 541).
We might have had bad luck with data, an unfortunate set of observations giving a
misleading result of the sort that Ekholm et al. (2001) encountered. Of course this is
harder to arrange with a much larger sample, and in particular it is hard to understand
how the very even distribution of peculiar velocity with absolute magnitude could have been
produced by any reasonable selection of data. It has indeed been argued above that the data
sets at hand do not sample the true underlying dynamics well; but that is in the context of
a particular model (simple anisotropic expansion), and while a poorly-chosen data set might
show a spuriously good t to some model, it is hard to understand one which would show a
spuriously poor t.
That idea leads on to the possibility that we are using the wrong kinematical model.
There is indeed a general expansion of the Local Volume; but perhaps there is a dierent
motion, followed closely by the more massive or eld galaxies and less so by smaller and
cluster galaxies. This is a most attractive idea in that no current notions of cosmology or
physics need necessarily be discarded or even greatly revised; however, there is no clue at
present as to how to pursue it. The fact that no clear trend shows up in the plots of deviation
versus the various spatial directions shows that no obvious modication of the present models
(including, for instance, a nonlinear eect of Virgocentric flow) is likely to be of use.
5. Summary
An examination of the kinematics of galaxies within 10 Mpc of the Milky Way has
thrown up some surprises and one deep puzzle. An overall anisotropic expansion, expected
from the distribution of galaxies in the Local Volume, can be calculated; but the uncertainty
of its details and its strong dependence on the particular data set chosen indicate that it is
not a useful description.
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Dynamical behavior appears to be asymmetrical with respect to the Supergalactic Plane.
Galaxies below the Plane show a relatively quiet expansion at a slower rate than the average
in the Plane. Above the Plane galaxies seem to become more dynamically hot as the Plane
is approached and the Plane itself is dynamically relaxed.
There is no variation in the width of the peculiar velocity dispersion with absolute
magnitude over a range of twelve magnitudes. Neither is there any apparent relationship
with galaxy type, or between eld and cluster galaxies. This is dicult to understand, as
the tendencies which even out peculiar velocities among masses on larger scales are not at
work. Mass may have no relation to light on these scales; or peculiar velocities might be
produced by other than gravitational interactions among galaxies; or the set of data at hand
might somehow be terribly misleading; or the reference kinematical model might be wrong.
A relatively high statistical signicance calculated for various model parameters, coupled
with the instability of those parameters from one data set to another, indicate that the
present data set is not a good sample of the underlying dynamics, at least in the context of
the models at hand.
To clarify the kinematics of this volume, and to shed light on (much less clear up) the
puzzle, much additional data will be necessary. In particular, to dene the shape of the
peculiar velocity histogram many more galaxies need to be added. Unfortunately, accurate
distances to objects between 2 and 10 Mpc require careful observations with the larger
telescopes, and distances to a useful fraction of hundreds of galaxies will take much time to
compile. It will be worthwhile to target, initially, bright and massive galaxies; those at high
supergalactic latitude; those in the eld; and those of high radial velocity but possibly still
nearby.
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